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Progress Report No. 7

on

Thermal Measurements on Solids Below 1 K
NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work
submitted by sponsored by the United States Government. Neither

the United States nor the United States Atomic Energy
Commission, nor any of their employees, nor any of

Harold Weinstock their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees,

makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any

Department of Physics legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, com-

pleteness or usefulness of any information, apparatus,

Illinois Institute of Technology produ t or process disclosed, or represents that its use

would not infringe privately owned rights.

This report summarizes the work done on this project from February, 1972

to the present.  The participating staff consisted by H. Weinstock (Associate

Profpssor of Physics), C. Chau and J. A. Davis (Assistant Professors of Physics),

D. S. Kupperman, W. Thys and G. Kurz (Research Associates), the following

graduate students:  B. Vis, S. Lu and J. Ho; and undergraduate students:  M.

Mueller, J. Parpia and S. Stopka.

I.  Summary of Research Progress

A.  Thermal Conductivity of Neutron and Electron Irradiated MgO

The results of thermal conductivity measurements from 0.4 to 100 K for both

17        18
pure and irradiated crystals with total neutron dose of 4 x 1 0 ,2 x 1 0 and

19     2
2 x 10 n/cm  has been reported in Progress Report No. 6.  This work has been

-----                     16     2
extended to include a lower neutron dose of 2 x 10 n/cm and an electron ir-

-i-- --
-

18     2
radiated specimen with a total d6se of 4 x 10 e/cm .

Figure 1 shows the reduced thermal resistivity of the neutron irradiated

samples with resonant peaks observed at 1 K and 20 K.  The 1 K resonant peak

increases in strength for increasing radiation and then fades for the highestMASTER
neutron irradiation dose.  Recently, optical studies of n-irradiated MgO have

1
indicated the presence of small F-aggregate centers. These centers are assoc-

iated with opticar bands at 355 and 975 nm, and Chen and coworkers observe that

the optical absorption of these bands decreases at high neutron doses, indicating

a dedrease in concentration of F-aggregate centers.  The fading of the low tem-
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perature peak at about the same neutron dose as the decrease in the concen-

tration of F-aggregate centers leads to the belief that tlie low temperature dip

is  associated  with the F-aggregate centers.     As  will  be  seen, the tiiermal  con-

ductivity of the electron irradiated specimen supports this premise.  It is

believed that tliis resonant peak is associated with vibronic levels of these

F-aggregate centers, inasmuch as geometrical scattering from small aggregates

would  not be observed. Furthermore, tliere  is no shift  in the temperature  of

the 1 K resonant dip as might be expected from changes in cluster size assoc-

iated with variations in total neutron dose.

The resonant dip at 20 K becomes more pronounced with increases in total

2
neutron dose.  Furthermore, using the data obtained by Chen et al.  on the

concentration of F-type centers as a function of neutron dose, it is found

that the reduced resistivity increases linearly with F-center concentration.

Because of this relationship and the fact that the 20 K resonant peak does not

shift in temperature with increasing neutron dose, it is proposed that the

20  K  resonance is associated with a quasilocalized  mode of F-type centers.     A

similar effect has been observed in alkali halides and has also been attri-

buted to quasilocalized modes produced by F-type centers.

The absence of optical bands at 355 and 975 nm in electron irradiated

3
MgO crystals indicates no small F-aggregate centers are present.    Tlie  250  nm

band is observed and indicates that F-type centers are present.  A sample

irradiated with the Van de Graaff acclerator at the University of Illinois in

18     2
Urbana received a total dose of 4 x 10 e/cm . This dose should generate

16
a concentration of F-type centers lying between the concentration of 2 x 10

17     2
and 4 x 10 n/cm  neutron irradiated crystals.. If the supposition as to the

nature of the 1 K dip is correct, one would expect no low temperature dip in the

e-irradiated specimen and a high temperature dip lying between the two low dose
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neutron irradiated specimens. Figure 2 indicates  that  this is precisely  the

case.  No dip at 1 K is present, and a dip similar to that observed in n-

irradiated specimens is present at 20 K.  Thermal resonances in MgO doped with

2+                         4
re ions have been reported,  and to verify the absence of any phonon-

paramagnetic interaction, measurements on pure and irradiated MgO have been

carried   out in fields   up   to   20   kG. No magnetic effects have been observed.

A computer analysis based on the Debye model of solids has been carried

out.  A combined relaxation time for the calculated curves of irradiated speci-

mens includes a term for the defect scattering rate consisting of two resonance

expressions of the Lorentzian form.  The results of the analysis for some of

the neutron irradiated specimens have recently been reported in the literature,5

6
and the subsequent experiments and analysis will be reported shortly. Dr. Y. Chen

of Oak Ridge National Laboratory has just sent an additively colored sample of

MgO.  By alternately annealing and exposing the specimen to intense u.v. light,

the ratio of F  and F center defects present can be changed.  This will enable

one to investigate the interaction of phonons with these two types of F centers.

Measurements of specific heat and further computer analyses are being

planned to understand the nature of the thermal resonances.
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B.  Thermal Conductivity of Lead Films

The study reported in Progress Report No. 6 has been continued.  The earlier

work on 4w thick films was extended to thinner films. This was done in order to
----

relate  the minimum thermal conductivity in the intermediate state to the film

thickness and hence to fundamental theoretical analysis, i.e., when the thickness

is reduced sufficiently, the intermediate state is destroyed.  Additionally,

theoretical analysis is being applied to tlie rate of change of conductivity with

applied perpendicular magnetic field
(dl 1/dH)   in

the region just below   the

critical field (Hc ).
The earlier motivation to relate  changes in conductivity after the appli-

cation of an electric current pulse (to the film) to the magneto-optical obser-

7vations of Huebener et al.,  is no longer of major interest.  It now appears that

changes in conductivity noted in Progress Report No. 6 are due primarily to

magnetic hysteresis although effectively this may have the same result as a

reorientation of the normal regions due to the Lorentz force generated by the

current pulse.

Thermal conductance in the glass substrate has been found to be a considerable
1-*

fraction of the total conductance, particularly for the Pb samples thinner than

ly.  Although the conductivity of the glass is magnetic field independent, as-

symmetry in the heat flow pattern, as well as the field dependence of Pb con-

ductivity, can lead to large errors in the calculation of the rate of heat flow

in the Pb, and correspondingly to large errors in the field dependent conductivity.

Currently, new glass geometfies are being utilized to check the magnitude of this

problem and to minimize its effect.
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C.  Electrical Conductivity of Amorphous Carbon Films

In recent years, attempts have been made to use thin films for heavy-ion

strippers in electrostatic accelerators to obtain an abundance of particles

in higher charge states with correspondingly higher energies after acceleration.

The practical use of such films has been limited, however, by the rapid de-

struction of the films under heavy ion bombardment of less than one hour's

duration.  A research project is currently in progress at Argonne National Labor-

atory (ANL) under the direction of Dr. J. L. Yntema to provide a reliable source

of highly charge (0+50e) heavy ions by use of a carbon film stripping reaction.--- --7
The study in this laboratory has been a collaborative effort with the ANL group

to study the properties of these thin carbon films, particularly radiation
- .-.--

damaged films, in the hope of advancing the technology in prolonging

the film lifetime.  Furthermore, when carbon atoms are deposited on a cold

.--Il-------I---'-I.
substrate, the resulting thin carbon film may be in an amorphous state.  If this

is the case, such carbon films should be good candidates for the study of

electronic conduction in non-crystalline solids.

To undertake this investigation,/several experimental techniques were em-

ployed, e.g., electrical resistivity, X-ray back scattering and optical absorption.

The thin carbon films used at IIT and ANL are from two companies which have made

the films applying similar evaporation techniques, but most likely with different

0
growth rates.  The nominal thickness of the samples is 500 A.  The room tem-

perature electrical resistivity varies by as much as two orders of magnitude in

samples from the two sources.

In order to study the amorphous properties of carbon-films, the electrical---=----

resistivity of thin carbon films was measured as a function of temperature fromr--I----*<***I.-I.-1-Ill...Ill.-0-4-

1 to 1100 K.  Electrical measurements were also being made as a function of

.---Il---

annealing temperature.  An account of the early part of this study has been

------.----'..".*.WI.------Il
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accepted for publication in the journal Carbon.
**                                -1A  plot'-EF-th---iog of resistivity  vs. T indicates a structural change in

the carbon films beginning at about 670 K.  Although carbon films are not

intrinsic semiconductors, the films behave like them in the temperature range

550-670 K, with an apparent activation energy of .34 ev.  Mott's theory of non-

crystalline solids predicts that, at low temperatures, the temperature de-
 •.e• 1,1 m· m-   ., _,    I

pendence of the electfical conductivity c, should be given by ln a=A- BT-4.- -----------0--r- -

where A and B are constants.  In the region 20 to 4 K, this relation is veri-

fied by the present measurements, but below 4 K there is a significant deviation

from Mott's relation.

The effect of heat-treatment of the carbon film is shown in Fig. 3.  A sample

(MS-21C) was held at the temperature of heat-treatment indicated until there

was no noticeable thange in resistance (2 hours).  The fractional change in room

temperature resistance before (R ) and after (Ra) heat-treatment is indicated.

The largest effect occurs between 500 and 700 K.  At about 1100 K the heat-

treatment process is essentially completed.

Films annealed in the high temperature furnace at IIT have been used by

Dr. J. Yntema of Argonne National Laboratory to investigate the effects of heavy

ion bombardment on heat-treated carbon films.
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D.  Thermal and Electrical Conductivity of Neutron Damaged Pyrolytic Graphite
./-#.-.----I-i#-

A systematic study of phonon scattering by fast neutron produced defects\-"----...,

in graphite is being carried out below 4 K.  During the preliminary stage of the
--*

investigation, three fast neutron irradiated specimens have been chosen for the

thermal and electrical measurements.  Two of the specimens (PG-5, PG-6) are

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite which were obtained from Dr. A. W. Moore of

Union Carbide Corporation.  They have been irradiated at the CP-5 Nuclear Reactor

in the Argonne National Laboratory, with total neutron doses of 6.6 x 10 and
17

19     2
1.1 x 10 n/cm .  Unfortunately, the irradiation temperature could not be moni-

tored during the irradiation, but it is believed that this temperature was less

than 100'C.  The third specimen (PG-4) was obtained from Dr. B. T. Kelly of the

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Springfield Laboratory.  This specimen

(PG-4) was formed by deposition from methane at 2200'C, followed by a heat-

treatment at 3200'C.  The fast neutron dose for this specimen was 4.8 x 10 n/cm
21     2

0
at 390 C. It should be noted that part of the fast neutron produced defects

in PG-4 may be annelaed out during the relatively high temperature irradiation.

The electrical resistivity of all three specimens has been measured between
1------.-----'...,"....---

1.0 and 300 K.  It has been found that the resistivity changes by less than 5%

throughout the entire temperature range.  Values at 4 K are 490, 630 and 670 uncm

for the specimens PG-5, PG-6 and PG-4, respectively, and are similar to those
8

reported on boronated pyrolytic graphites measured by Klein. It appears that

the neutron produced defects are very effective as electron scatterers inasmuch

---   -------I .-  .--
          --

as the resistivity of an unirradiated sample is only 6 pucm.  Furthermore, for

all three specimens, no changes are observed for magnetic fields up to 20 kG.

The thermal conductivity of these specimens has been measured as a function'--
of temperature from 0.4 to 4.2 K.  The thermal conductivity of the most highly

----------*.1--- ---I.. ..

irradiated specimen (PG-4) is only 1% of the value of a highly oriented specimen
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before neutron irradiation.*  The conductivity of the other two specimens

shows a smaller decrease.  According to the previous analysis - see Progress

Reports Nos. 5 and 6 - the lattice thermal conductivity of graphite can be

obtained by subtracting the electronic thermal conductivity from the measured

thermal conductivity.  Using such an analysis, it is found that the temperature

dependence of the lattice thermal conductivity varies from T3 for the un-

1.5
irradiated specimens to T for that with the highest neutron dosage.

*
This specimen was received irradiated and no prior thermal conductivity

data are available.
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E.  Thermal and Electrical Conductivity of Kondo Alloys

Three Kondo alloys, Cure (112 ppm, 380 ppm), CuCr (32 ppm) and a piece

9.11                       10
of pure copper on which the specific heat, electrical resistivity and

11
susceptibility properties have been investigated, were obtained from

Dr. W. A. Steyert of Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.  Those measurements

12
and other recent research have confirmed the theoretical prediction that

a "quasi bound" state should be formed between a magnetic moment of the

localized impurity and the average moment of the itinerant electrons in its

vicinity.

Thermal transport measurements on the pure Cu, CuCr (32 ppm), CuFe (112 ppm)

and CuFe (380 ppm) have been carried out.  Because the thermal conductivity

of these specimens are relativuly high, each sample has been shaped to have a

2
cross section 00.03 mm .  In order to avoid accidental heating and oxidation

of the samples, all carbon resistors are affixed using silver epoxy.

Figure 9 shows that the thermal conductivity of all four specimens has a

Tl'  dependence below 2 K.  The Cure (112 ppm) sample has lower thermal con-

ductivity than the CuFe (380 ppm) sample in contrast to the expected results.

Presently, it is supposed that the labels of the samples are reversed.  This

assumption will be verified by a spectrochemical analysis.  A qualitative

analysis of the current conductivity results is as follows:  thermal conductivity

of the pure metal is due predominantly to the contribution of conduction

electrons, but in the alloys this contribution is dramatically suppressed by

the presence of impurities to such an extent that the electron and phonon com-

14
ponents of the conductivity become.comparable. Assuming that the impurity

content is not high enough to alter significantly the propagation of the lattice

15
waves, the decrease of the total thermal conductivity in the alloy may be

due entirely to the reduction of the electronic contribution.  In this case,
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one may related the change of the thermal resistivity and the change of the

electrical resistivity from the pure copper values,

LoTA(kl)  = Ap (1)

where A ( ) and Ap denote the change of thermal resistivity and electrical

resistivity respectively, L  is the free electron Lorentz number.  The result

of the CuCr sample is in good agreement with the interpretation of Eq. (1).

The results of the two CuFe samples deviate from Eq. (1) by more than 25%.

16
White and Woods have shown that the lattice thermal conductivity of copper

alloys may be represented by 1.8 x 10-3 T2.  Then the observed thermal con-

ductivity of the two CuFe samples is not mainly due to the electronic con-

tribution.  By substracting off the lattice contribution, the results are still

not in agreement with Eq. (1).

Due to uncertainty in the data below 1 K, only a limited, qualitative

analysis can be made.  Improvement in the measurement technique, now being

carried out, is necessary for further quantitative investigation.
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F.  Specific Heat of UO2Rb(NO )33

235
Measurements using a weak heat link method on a U rich specimen of

 ---*---,-.--r:i-,
this salt, which were reported in Progress Report No. 6, have now been more

*-d
fully analyzed.

In the earlier report it was noted that a Schottky-like peak in heat

capacity in the vicinity of 2 K was not of sufficient magnitude to be assoc-

iated with (the looked for) electric quadrupole transitions in the U nuclei,
235

and it was suggested that the peak could be associated with an energy splitting

of some impurity with about a 1% concentration.

The new analysis shows quite clearly that the observed specific heat peak
-=

is due to a combination of the onset of the high temperature tail of a true

nuclear Schottky anomaly which should peak at a much lower temperature, and

an increasingly longer nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time as one goes to

-2
lower temperatures, i.e., the Schottky tail increases as T going toward lower

temperature, while going in the same temperature direction the effective thermal

resistance between the nucleus and lattice is increasing as T-7.  Thus, the weak

heat link method of measuring heat capacity samples a smaller fraction of the

nuclear heat capacity at lower temperatures:

Despite the problem discussed above, one can obtain qualitative information

on the nuclear energy splitting.  This information will be supplemented withr---

data from standard (heat switch type) heat capacity measurements to be executed

shortly using an improve system.
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G.  Linear Antiferromagnet

The  specific  heat  of the linear chain antiferromagnet (CH3 )4NMn Cl 3  has
--1EzzZZ'====

been determined over the teinperature range 0.44 to 4.2 K.  The contribution of

the linear chains which are isolated from one another was fitted for T 2 1.2 K
':  .                                                                                                     Ill---1-4.- 0.1.......1*--I.I.

to a power series with the (Sesulting representation, C  = 0.0532T + 0.0718 T2
-      -= :-.. j*#.-_ _.IC-*P.-'*-<..Ii.-I»=3-»--«=-=· 3--/*IS=./....WI

In addition, a sharp anamoly indicative of a phase transition has been observed

at 0.83 K.  The transition may be due to a structural transition or due to the

ordering of the chains, i.e., far above 0.83 K there may exist only intra-

chain coupling between the Mn spins, whereas below 0.83 K, interchain coupling

might occur.  The maximum measured specific heat in the transition region is
0-'----4A=»--=' ==

0.38 J/mole K.  The entropy associated with the phase transition amounts to

only 0.03 J/mole K.  By comparing this to the value AS = R/M 1ngM expected

from statistical considerations, it follows   that   ( if the ordering is related  to

these chains) each chain has an average of M = 3000 spins.  The spins with each

chain would remain correlated during such a phase transition.  This limited

length of the chains is quite consistent with the impurity  concentration of

several hundred parts per million in the crystal specimen.

To determine more conclusively the origin of the observed phase transi-

tion, the influence of a magnetic field on the heat capacity is being investi-

gated.
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H.  Miscellaneous                                                                 !

A number of thermal conductivity measurements were carried out on high

critical current superconducting wires and ribbons with attendent metallic

and non-metallic coatings.  These materials used in the production of high

field superconducting magnets were supplied by Dr. C. Henning of the Lawrence

Radiation Laboratory, Livermore (LRL), and Dr. W. Overton of LASL.  The

resultant measurements were reported to these individuals.  Generally, it

was found that the measured total conductivity was characteristic of the        -

metallic coatings, such as Cu or Ni, on the superconductors, a rather expected

result which still needed to be verified.

The laboratory made available its resources and expertise during the

week of August 14, 1972 to three LRL staff members led by Dr. Henning.  At that

time they were able to measure the thermal conductivity of several Ni samples

subjected to various degrees of work hardening.  The aim of this effort was to

enable them to decide which treatment would provide the most effective Ni

cladding for their wires.  Also, they were able to learn how to set up such

measurements in their own laboratory at LRL.
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II.  Summary of Publications:  January, 1972 to the present
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C. K. Chau and D. S. Kupperman,
Bull. Am. Phys· Soc· 17, 344 (1972) (COO-1629-28).

"Thermal Resonances in Neutron Irradiated  MgO",
D. S. Kupperman, G. Kurz and H. Weinstock,
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 17, 307 (1972) (COO-1629-29).

"Thermal Conductivity  of  Thin   Film  Lead",
W. Thys, C. K. Chau and H. Weinstock,

Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 17, 335 (1972)  (COO-1629-30).

"Phonon Resonant Scattering in CdS Containing Co2+„
C. K. Chau, Phys. Rev. 86, 287 (1972) (COO-1629-26).

"Magneto-Thermal Properties   of Heat Transport in Cobalt Chloride Thiourea",
C. Ni, H.N. Spector and H. Weinstock,
Phys. Rev. 86, 3370 (1972) (COO-1629-27).

"Thermal Conductivity of Neutron Irradiated  MgO",
D. S. Kupperman, G. Kurz and H. Weinstock,
J. of Low Temp. Phys. 10, 193 (1973) (COO-1629-32).

"Electrical Resistivity of Carbon Films",
D. S. Kupperman, C. K. Chau and H. Weinstock,
Carbon (accepted for publication) (COO-1629-33).

"Specific   Heat of Multi-Level Systems",
H. Weinstock,
Am. J. Phys. 40, 1547 (1972) (COO-1629-34).

"Thermal Conductivity of Neutron and Electron Irradiated  MgO",
D. S. Kupperman, G. Kurz and H. Weinstock,
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. (March 1973) (COO-1629-35).

"Heat  Capacity of Antiferromagnetic  TMMC",
B. Vis, C. K. Chau and H. Weinstock,
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. (March 1973) (COO-1629-36).
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III.  Graduate Student Progress

Three students, all of whom have completed all requirements prior to the

completion of doctoral thesis research, are employed under this project.

Benjamin Vis is completing doctoral research on the heat capacity of

TMMC (described in section I-G).  He is also engaged in the heat capacity of

235
the U salt.  It is expected that he will complete all requirements for the

Ph.D. thesis by June 1973.

Shui-Ying Lu is in the midst of doctoral research on the thermal and

electrical conductivities of Cu:Fe and Cu:Cr Kondo alloys (described in section

I-E).  It is expected that she will complete all requirements for the Ph.D.

thesis by June 1974 at the latest.

Jen-Lie Ho has just begun doctoral research on the thermal conductivity

of a series of Pb-Th superconducting alloys, with the first measurements cur-

rently being carried out.  It is expected that he will complete all requirements

for the Ph.D. thesis about summer 1974 or shortly thereafter.
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IV.  Progress in the Development of Laboratory Facilities

By far the most significant new piece of research equipment is a

recently received high field superconducting solenoid, rated conservatively

at 120 kG, with a bore of 2 inches and an active length of 86 inches.  This

instrument has been tested in the laboratory and found to meet the required

specifications.  Unfortunately, the associated dewar, while able to hold

liquid helium sufficiently long to test the magnet, has been found to have

too high a liquid loss rate.  As a result it has been returned to the

manufacturer (Hofman - MVE) for replacement.

Through competitive bidding, the magnet finally purchased was not only

of higher value than originally anticipated, but provided savings over the

estimated cost, which were in turn utilized to purchase more sophisticated

cryogenic and electrodic support equipment, namely the cryogenic insert for

a helium dilution refrigerator and SQUID electronic components.  Delivery of

this equipment is expected momentarily.


